Welcome to the Summer 2017 SCSA Safety Advocate! We are really excited to share this edition with the individuals and companies that make up our building industry in Saskatchewan. You will find stories regarding the progress and challenges with safety compliance, the increased weighting of Certificate of Recognition (COR®) in the SaskPower procurement processes, and the safety successes of one of our long-time COR companies, among several other informative articles.

While we continue to experience a slowdown in building activity across the industrial, residential, and commercial sectors, an increasing number of companies are making renewed investment in their approaches to safety management within their operations. This trend suggests that more people are seeing the range of advantages that come with this kind of investment.

Once again this year, we’re proud to recognize the achievements of our members and bring forth relevant information to encourage more companies to adopt the learning and practices that lead to fewer incidents, injuries, and costs. I encourage you to read through and share this publication with coworkers, clients, and friends.

As always, we hope you’ll join us in making Saskatchewan business healthy, strong, and injury-free.

Stay safe friends,
Collin Pullar
SCSA President

TSN’s Glen Suitor Visits the SCSA

Glen Suitor — former defensive back who played eleven seasons for the Saskatchewan Roughriders; current CFL Broadcaster for TSN and analyst/co-host with Rawlco Radio’s The Green Zone, received a warm welcome from staff at the Regina SCSA office back in February. SCSA Safety Advisors, Justin Brooks, Rick Rieger, and Patrick Hunt, presented Suitor with the SCSA Eye Protection Safety Demonstration, which shows the protective differences between safety-rated eyewear (CSA Z94.3; ANSI Z87.1) and regular eyewear, by testing the resistance of each with shots from a nail gun.
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